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1. I~TR00ucT10N 
As a general treatment about the theory of abstract probability measures, 
there are several operator-theoretic developments over Hilbert spaces which 
are based upon the noncommutative integration theory (cf. Dye [7] and 
Segal [22]) constructed over von Neumann algebras (cf. Dixmier [6]). In the 
papers [26], the author has extended the concept of the conditional expecta- 
tion to a certain class of von Neumann algebras. In these cases, the measures 
over the von Neumann algebras are taken as nonnegative normal linear 
functionals or as completely additive nonnegative functions defined over the 
lattice of projections. These treatments have been applied to various studies 
of the theory of von Neumann algebras and of several related fields. The usual 
case of measures is reduced to the case of commutative von Neumann algebras. 
As another treatment, it is possible to discuss about a certain kind of 
projection operators over function algebras, so called averaging operators, 
(see Section 2 for it definition and the fundamental concept). When we con- 
sider such operators, the action of numerical measures is extensible to much 
more general case. Such a consideration has been previously discussed by 
Wright [29] with a concept of probability section. There are several investiga- 
tions about averaging operators, cf. Birkhoff [2], Brainerd [4], Davis [5], 
Kelley [ll], Lloyd [13], Moy [14], Rota [22] and others. 
The present paper is concentrated on an abstract version of averaging 
operators as generalized probability measures. The case of the numerical 
measures is reduced to the special case of the averaging operators having 
scalar range. The averaging operators are defined as a same kind of the 
conditional expectation operators. This viewpoint is one of the starting 
point of the present paper. The interest of the study of the averaging opera- 
tors is not only for a generalization of the measure case, but also for it to 
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have applications to a clarification of channels of information theory. As 
concerns the channels, the attachment under an operator method was first 
discussed by M. Nakamura-M. Echigo [8] as a linear operator between 
commutative von Neumann algebras, and also discussed by Umegaki [27] as a 
linear operator between the dual spaces of some continuous function algebras. 
The averaging operators discussed in this paper always preserve the 
Baire measurability of functions over a compact Hausdorff space and is 
stationary under a homeomorphism. As a typical model of such operators is 
derived from stationary channels between the discrete alphabetical input and 
output sources of information theory in which the memory is not necessarily 
assumed (cf. Sections 6 and 7). Such a description is also one of the back- 
ground of this paper. Really, every averaging operator is expressed as an 
integral representation by a uniquely determined channel distribution (a 
transition function) acting over the fixed compact space (cf. Section 4). 
These are corresponding to a generalized concept for the case of the probabil- 
ity section in the sense of Wright [29]. S UC h a concept will be useful for a 
construction of channel distribution (cf. Sections 7 and 8). 
A characterization theorem of extremal averaging operators will be proved 
(cf. Theorem 5.1). This theorem is an exact generalization of the characteriza- 
tion of ergodic measures (cf. Section 2). On the other hand, Theorem 5.1 
implies, at once, a characterization theorem of ergodic channels (cf. Theorem 
8.1), that is, it will be found exactly several equivalent conditions for a 
channel to be ergodic. [Theorem 8.1 is proved, independently from the 
present author, by Y. Nakamura [18] in an abstract form over a pair of 
measurable space.] Furthermore the theorem is applicable to prove some 
results of Lloyd [13], Ionescu Tulcea or Phelps [20] relative to the character- 
ization of algebraic homomorphism between self-adjoint function algebras 
(cf. Appendix). Several examples of averaging operators or channels will be 
given (cf. Sections 3 and 9). 
Most parts of this paper were done during the author’s stay at the 
Mathematics Research Center, The University of Wisconsin (September 
1966-August 1967), and also some parts in this paper (parts of Theorem 5.1 
and Theorem 8.1 for the discrete channels without memory) have been already 
announced in Umegaki [28, (a)]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
We shall give first the definition of averaging operators in an abstract 
form. Let & be a B* algebra1 with unit 1 and &, a B* subalgebra with 1. 
1 A is a complex Banach algebra satisfying that an anti-automorphism * is defined 
together with a norm conditions: l* = 1, f ** = f, (c~f + fig)* = Zf* + fig*, 
U.d* = g*f*, Ilf* II = llfll and Ilf*fII = llfll”. 
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An operator A from d onto &s is said to be an averaging operator, if and only 
if for every f, g E .02 
(al) 4fAg) = (Af) (Agh Al = 1; 
(a2) f > 0 3 Af > 0. 
It is known (cf. Tomiyama [25]) that an operator A from & onto -G4, is 
averaging operator, if 
(al’) A(Af) = A2f = d4J 
(a2’) jj A /I , the norm of A as operator, = 1. 
Every averaging operator A satisfies the Schwartz inequality 
In fact, 
(Af)*(Af)bA(f*fh fE&. (2.1) 
0 G 4(f -Af)*(f - AfN =4fW -Af*Af. 
The concept of the averaging operators has been introduced in a B* algebra 
and abstractly discussed by Nakamura-Turumaru [16] in which it was named 
by Expectation, and also studied it in a von Neumann algebra by Umegaki 
[26] as a generalized concept in the probability spaces in which it was named 
by Conditional Expectation. In the present paper, we shall discuss only for 
B* function algebras, that is, for commutative &. 
Let Q be a compact Hausdorff space with a homeomorphism T. We shall 
denote such a pair by [Q, T]. Denote ?? = V(Q) the B* algebra of all complex 
continuous functions on Q with sup-norm, on which the homeomorphism 
T defines a *automorphism on V 
(Tf)b) =f(Tw), f Ee. (2.2) 
Let P(Q) be the set of all regular probability measures on Q and P&Q) the 
subset of P(G) consisting of T-invariant measures which are recognized as 
subsets of the conjugate Banach space @ = ‘3?(Q) of V = U(Q) by the Riesz- 
Markov-Kakutani Theorem: 
that is, P(Q) is identified with the set of all linear functionals m E ‘3? with 
m(l) = 1 and norm 11 m I/ = 1 (say, states of V, and P=(Q) the set of all 
T-invariant elements in P(Q) (as subset of @). These P(Q) and Pr(sZ) are 
weakly* compact and convex in %?. The existence of m E P&2) follows from 
the well-known fixed-point theorem. Then the following three properties 
for m E PT(Q) are equivalent each other: 
2 In a general point of views, various kinds of equivalence relations in B were 
discussed by Wright [29] in which he gave a characterization of averaging operators. 
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(el) m is an ergodic measure on [Q, T]; 
(e2) lim m(f,g) = m(f) Ng), 72 -+ a, f, g E g; 
(e3) m is in extremal point in Pr(Q), 
where denote 
G-4) 
In general, let &’ be abstractly a commutative B* algebra with unit 1 and 
with a *automorphism T (f E & + Tf E &), and let F’(d) or Pr(&) be the 
sets of all states or T-invariant states of &, then the equivalence between (e2) 
and (e3) holds for m E Pr(&). When we take the identity I instead of T, 
the extremal point in P(d) = P,(d) is a character of zz? (by (e2)), and the set 
(say a) of all characters with the weak* topology is compact and is just the 
Gelfand representation space, i.e., ~2 =5%‘(Q). There is one-to-one correspond- 
ence between a *automorphism on & and a homeomorphism on Q under the 
relation (2.2). 
We go back again to the case [Q, T] and V = g(Q). Let go be a uniformly 
closed self-adjoint subalgebra (= B* subalgebra) of % containing the identity 
function 1 (i.e., B* subalgebra of %? with 1). Assume 
that is, the restriction onto %?a of the *automorphism T on % defined by 
f --+ Tf associated with T on Q (cf. (2.2)) is also a *automorphism on go. 
An equivalence relation N is defined by that wi N ws iff g(wl) = g(wa) 
for all g E V, . Let Sz, = Q/- the quotient space with the quotient topology 
which is a compact Hausdorff space. Denote 
TO the cannonical mapping Sz --f Sz, , (2.5) 
qo(s2) = Q. , which is defined by that vo(w) (E Q,) is the quotient class 
{w’ E Q; w N w’}. Then v is closed-open continuous and 
Wl - w2 * fPobJ1) = vo(w2h 
and each q&w) is compact in 9. Identifying (vo(w)) = g(w), w E 52, g E go , 
V, = %(Qo). Denote symbolically 
s2, = Q/Gfo G-6) 
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and called the quotient space of Q associated with %7,, .2 The given homeo- 
morphism T on Q induces that on Q, , samely denote by T: 
because 
x = q&.o) + TX = Tg),,(w), 
w~~oJ~oTcu~~Tco~. 
Denote 23o or gQ the u-algebras of all Baire or Bore1 measurable sets of Q, 
and similarly denote ?I&,, and sQ, for Q,, . 
Denote g = 97(Q) the B*-algebra of all bounded Baire measurable func- 
tions on Q. The homeomorphism T on Sz induces also a *automorphism on @ 
by Tf(w) =f(Tw). As the case of V,, (C V?), let gO be a B*-subalgebra of .~8 
with the properties 1 E 9&, , Tg,, = 910 and the pointwise monotone con- 
vergence g, J g(g, E ~3~ , g E 93) implies g E .93,,  that is, a0 is a monotone 
class in g. Let k be the equivalence relation in Q defined by 
WI rl, % - ~W = &Jz) 
for all g E 9YI0 .Denote 
~&o) = {w’ E Q; w A w’}, and 2% = {V E s2; xv E go>, 
where xv is the characteristic function of V(C Q). Then 8, is a a-subalgebra 
of%, and T is also invartible and measurable transformation over the 
measurable space (Q, 23,). 
Denote PO the set of all probability measures on (Sz, B,) and POT the set of all 
T-invariant p E P,, . 
When S?,, is the smallest monotone class in &4 with VO C a0 , denote 
%l = [@cd. 
Whence N = A, v,, = &,. Moreover under the notational identities 
gbdw)) = g(w), &d~I)) = 14’) for every g E g,, , w 5 Q and P E P,, , the 
following identifications will be used 
%l = qQll), pll = w4J and POT = pT(Q~) 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let do and YQI be a pair of B*-algebras of bounded 
functions on Q such that 1 E do C &, TdO = J$ and Td = s?‘. Denote 
A(&, J&J the set of all averaging operators from ~2 onto dO satisfying that 
(a31 gn10(g~~4=>Agn109 
where 1 is the point-wise monotone convergence. Denote Ad&, do) the 
set of all A E A(&, dO) satisfying 
(a4) TA = AT, 
that is, (Af) (Tw) = (ATf) (w) for every f E ~2. 
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REMARK 2.1. A(%‘, ‘%?a) is just the set of all averaging operators from V 
onto %?a , because by Dini’s Theorem g, JO (g, E %Z) implies g, + 0 uniformly 
on Q. 
In general, for a pair of Banach spaces E and F, denote L(E, F) the Banach 
space of all bounded linear operators from E into F with the operator-norm. 
For each B E L(E, F), denote B its dual operator which is an element of 
L(fl, I?), where I? and E are dual spaces of E and F. 
Besides, for any A E A@, 99s) denote 
A : A/.&(S) = p(Axs) for SE!& 
and for p E Pa then & E P(Q), furthermore if A E AT@, g,,) and p E J’s, 
then & E P&2). If 9s = [%?,,I, then A belongs to L(%‘s, %7). The most 
part in this paper will be done under the assumption at, = [gs]. 
3. AVERAGING OPERATORS WITH STATIONARITY 
The existence of some special T-stationary averaging operators in A&?, %,,) 
will be described. We shall show them as a theorem or examples. 
THEOREM 3.1. If Q, = Q/q,, (the quotient spa.ce of Q associated with %?J 
is stonian (= extremally disconnected), then k&, = A(%, VO) is nonempty. If 
In, is hyperstonian, then, (i) hT = A#, Sf,,) is nonempty; (ii) & and A,,T 
are compact in a suitable convex-linear topology on L(w, 55’s); (iii) A, and kT 
aregenerated by their extremal elements under the closed-convex hull, respectively. 
PROOF. Since Sz, is stonian, the identity operator I on %Zs is extended to a 
bounded linear operator A E L(%?, Vs), with /j A 11 = 1, by Nachbin’s 
extension theorem of Hahn-Banach type (cf. [15]). That is, the operator A 
from V onto %s satisfies (al’) and (a2’) (cf. Section 2). Hence A E Ae and A, 
is nonempty. Suppose Q0 being hyperstonian. Then there exists a closed 
linear subspace V,,* of %?, (socalled the predual of VO) such that V,, = @‘s,, 
cf. Dixmier [6]. 
(ii) for A,, . A topology on L(%, %s) is defined by the following: 
The base of neighborhoods of the origin is the family of all sets of the form 
(j {B E LW, %,I; I (Bfi) (&> I < 11, 
where fi E 9? and ti E %c,, are any finite number of elements. Then L(%‘, %s) 
is a convex linear topological space, so called weak* operator topology. The 
unit ball of L(%?, @,,) is compact in that topology. Take a net {A,} CA, 
converging to B E L(%‘, U,) in that topology, Then the range of B is ga , 
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Bf = A,Bf -+ B2f( f E %?) or B2 = B and Bg =g(g ~%?a). Moreover 
0 e (Aaf) (0 - (Bf) (5) f or every 0 <f E V and .$ E %?a* r\ P(%?,,) which 
implies (Bf) (5) > 0 or B is positive, because g > 0 (g E %‘a) iff g(t) 2 0 for 
every 5 E %?,,* n P@,). Hence B satisfies (al’) and (a2’), i.e., B E A, and A, 
is convex, closed in that weak* topology. 
(i) and (ii) for f& . %?a* as the subspace of @,, is invariant under the 
dual operators of T and T-l induced by the automorphism T on VO. Hence 
the linear mapping B + TBT-l from L(V, %?J into itself is continuous in the 
weak* operator topology under which the set A, is invariant. Therefore, 
by the fixed-point heorem, there exists at least one element A E A,, such 
that A = TAT-l or TA = AT, and A,,r is nonempty. The closedness of&r 
follows from similar way of that for A,, (in (ii)) and A,,r is compact in that 
topology. 
(iii) follows from (ii) and the Krein-Kilman Theorem. 
As mentioned in Section 1, typical examples of averaging operators are 
given by channel-distributions ofinformation theory which will be described 
in Section 6 and 7 together with several related matters. In the following we 
shall give examples which are universally constructed for some types of 
compact spaces and which are continuity-preserving. Another case (the case 
of measurability-preserving) will be given in Section 9. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A be a hyperstonian space with a faithful normal 
probability measure m and with a measure-preserving homeomorphism T, 
where the normality of the measure m is defined by that, for any net { fa} C V, 
fa 3 0 with sup fM E V, it holds sup m( f=) = m(sup fa). The normality of m 
is equivalent to m E V, , the predual of V. Let L”(b, , m) be the multiplica- 
tion algebra of all essentially bounded measurable functions on ($2, !&, , m). 
Since Q is hyperstonian, each g ~L~(23o, m) corresponds uniquely to a 
function j E ?? such that g(w) = j(w) (m) a.e. w E Q and 
{d; g ELm(!BQ , m)} = V. 
Suppose 8, a o-subalgebra of !&, invariant under T(: TB, = 93,,). Denote 
Lm(!&m) similarly as Loo(!&, m) and put ‘Z,, = (8; g E Lm(B,, , m)}. Then V,, 
is a B*-subalgebra of % with T%YO = +ZO. Denote E( f 1 b,), f E %?, the con- 
ditional expectation relative to 8, and put 
Af = E(fl &Jo, f EW. 
Then A is a T-stationary averaging operator from V onto %,, , i.e., 
A E Ar(W, %?a). Indeed, it is well known that A satisfies the conditions (al) 
and (a2) (cf. Moy [14] or Umegaki [26, I]) together with the hyperstonian 
character of 51. 
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Furthermore, for any f E %? and g E %?,, 
m((TAf)g) = m((Af) T-‘g) = m(fT-lg) 
and TA = AT holds. 
This example is also describable in the following form. Let (M, ‘M, WZ) 
be a probability measure space with a measure preserving invertible trans- 
formation To from M onto itself, and let !I& be a o-subalgebra of W with 
TJXR, = !I.&, . Then there exists a hyperstonian space .Q with %7(Q) (= % say) 
being *isomorphic with Ls(9X, m) and also L~(!IJ&, , WZ) corresponding to a 
self-adjoint subalgebra 9s under the *isomorphism, where the *isomorphism 
is the Gelfand representation of Lm(YJ& m) to V. The transformation T,, 
induces uniquely a homeomorphism T on 52, hence a *automorphism on 0 
and VO. The conditional expectation over the probability measure space 
(M, !IR, m) relative to ~331, defines automortically a T-stationary averaging 
operator from %? onto %?a . 
The following example is reduced to a result of Kelley [ll] who gave an 
exact form of stationary averaging operators on the algebra % over a locally 
compact group. But the present form is just the case of clarification f the 
equivalence relation -, the cannonical mapping vO and the quotient space 
QO = Q/9??, (cf. Section 2). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let G be a compact group, and K a closed subgroup. 
Denote s - t (s, t E G) if s-9 E K. Then - is an equivalence relation in G. 
Let GO be the quotient space G/K relative to the - and v,, the cannonical 
mapping from G onto GO defined by - which is continuous and ~Jtk) = p)&t) 
for t E G and k E K. Let V,, = (f E g(G); f (s) =f(t) whenever s - t(s, tE G)}. 
Then VO is a B*-subalgebra of +? = V(G) with 1. Denote T,t = st and 
(Tsf) (t) =1?(t) = f (st) (for s, t E G and f E 9). Then s - to T,s - T,t, 
and Tr(r E G) is an homeomorphism on both G, G/K and is also *auto- 
morphism on both %?, VO . Define 
where dk is the normalized Haar measure on K. Then A E AT,(%?, WJ for 
every s E G. 
Indeed, f E V,, -f(t) = f (tk) for every t E G and k E K. Hence for 
f EV,, , f,(R) = ft(e) const on K and 
(Af) (t) = j-Kft(K) dk =f&> =f (9 for f E eo. 
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Furthermore for every f E ‘%, tE G 
(A2f) (t) = j 
K 
(Af) (tk) dk = j j f(tkk’) dk’ dk 
KK 
= Kfctk) dk s (because dk = d(k’k)) 
= Af(t), 
and IIAf I/ < llf II forf Ee ( su P- norm) is obvious. Since G is compact, the 
family { ft; t E G} (C %) for fixed f E W is uniformly equicontinuous and Af 
is continuous for every f E 9. Thus the identity (Af) (tk) = (Af) (t) implies 
Af E VO . Moreover 
(AT,f 1 (t) = (AfJ (t> = j f,(tk) dk = j,f (stk) dk 
K 
= @f 1 (st> = (T,Af) (t) 
Hence A E A=,(%, %fo) for every s E G. 
4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF AVERAGING OPERATORS 
We will mainly deal with the wide class of averaging operators .4 E A@, ~33~) 
which preserve only the Baire measurability of the functions. In the following, 
99,, is not necessarily assumed g,, = [VJ, i.e., L4Y0 is independent from %a . 
A functionp(w) = p(w, -) d fi e ne d on !J and valued in P(0) (i.e.,p(w, *) E E’(Q) 
for each w E Q) is said to be a transition function on Q. It will be proved: 
THEOREM 4.1. There is one to one correspondence between the averaging 
operators A E A(S?, LB,,) and the transition functions p(w, -) on $2 such that 
pt.3 4 E 90 for every EEb* (4.1) 
and 
P(f4 V = XV(W) for every VE%, (4.2) 
where the correspondence A ++ p(w, *) is defined by 
(Af 1 (w) = j,f (J) p(w, dw’), f E a - (4.3) 
The function p(w, *) satisfies 
Ph v n El = xv(w) PbJ, E) 
for-every V~B,,andE~23~. 
(4.4) 
40912511-4 
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PROOF. Take A E A. For each w E Q, putting 6,(g) I= g(w), g E aO, 
which defines a point-mass on (Q, ZJ,), and 6, E P,, . For each f E %, 
(AS,) (f) = 6,(Af) = Af(w). Then A 6, is a positive linear functional on %? 
with a a,( 1) = I. Hence there exists uniquely a regular measurep(w, .) E P(Q) 
such that 
(4.5) 
for f E %?. Let s1 be the family of all f E 99 satisfying (4.5). Then, by (a3), 
s1 is a monotone class in .% and Q? C 9r C 9?. Hence F1 = g and (4.5) 
holds for every f E a’. This implies that, for 6’ E .%s and E E BI, , p(*, E) E SYO 
and’ 
P(W, I,’ n E) = 4xvx.d (w) = xv(w) (AXE) (w> = XY(W)P(W, EL 
In particular p(w, I’) = xv(w). Conversely, take p(w, -) E P(Q) a transition 
function satisfying (4.1) and (4.2). Put Af as (4.3). Since every f EL&’ is a 
uniform limit of a sequence of simple functions C hkxEk(Ek E so), Af belongs 
to L&). Furthermore (AXE) (w) = p(w, I’) = xv(w), V E g0 and hence 
6%) (~1 = g(w) fcr g E go and A2f = Af (f E 9). Obviously A satisfies (~3) 
and Ij A 1) = 1. Thus A E A(G9, so). By these construction the correspond- 
ence A +-+p(w, .) defined by (4.3) is one-to-one within the conditions 
A E A(9, ~8s) and (4.1), (4.2) for p(*, *). Th e condition (4.4) follows from the 
above.. 
The following fact is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 together 
with the dominated convergence theorem: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Every A E A(L~, G’,,) satisjies the condition 
W’) Afn -+ Af if fL+-f 
for uniformly bounded { fn} C @‘, where ‘+’ is mean by the everywhere convergence 
on Q. 
Denote T(Q/ac,) the set of all transition function p(w) = p(w, *) on Q 
satisfying the condition (4.1). Let p(w, a) E T(Q/&J be fixed. Putting 
(Bf) (w) = j,f (w’)P(w, dw’), f E 9, 
Bf belongs to go and by the same way in the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
{fE~;BfE!&,}=P& 
In what follows in this section, it will be assumed go = [??,,I the smallest 
monotone class in &Y with ‘ZO C a0 . Since each v,,(w), w E Q, is closed in Q, 
y,,(w) E 8, (cf. Section 2 for the definitions of ps and a,). 
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THEOREM 4.3. For every p(w, -) E T(Ll/.SQ, the condition (4.2) is equivalent 
to 
pb, dw)) = 1 for every w ES2. (4.2’) 
PROOF. Assume (4.2’). For a fixed w E Q and for V ES,, 
and 
Consequently, p(w, V) = xv(w) and (4.2) holds. Conversely, assume (4.2). 
For a fixed w E D and for V E 2&, , since w E Vo cps(w) C V, by the regularity 
ofp(w, .) as a measure and the closedness of ps(w), 
p(w, qo(w)) = inf(p(w, V); w E V, V E S?s} = 1. 
The averaging operators which preserve the continuity of functions can be 
discussed as a special class of A@, 9?,,). Now we deal with it. 
Denote g = L??(Q) (or .@,) the B*-algebras of all bounded an-(or a,,-) 
measurable functions on Q, where see Section 2 for Bn and 
8, = {&(S); s E B,}. 
Then gO is a B*-subalgebra of B and g consists of Bore1 measurable func- 
tions on Q; and V C g Cg, S’s C SYO C 8?,, .Then it will be shown that: 
THEOREM 4.4. Every A, E A(g, %,,) is uniquely extended to an 
A, E A(a, &,) whose restriction (say, A) onto 93 is A E A@%, ii?,,). 
PROOF. By the same way of the proof of Theorem 4.1, A, is uniquely 
expressed as (4.3) for f E V by a transition function p(w, *) E T(O/9s). Hence 
the integral 
1 f(4 P(W, dw’) = (AJ) (w) say, $2 
exists for every f E 3 and w E 9, because each p(w, a) is a regular Bore1 
measure. Furthermore for any bounded real lower semicontinuous f over 9 
(A,f)(w) = jQfW&d4 
= sup g(w’> P(w, dw’); g < f, g E Cl . (4.6) R 
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Since for g E % 
i gGJJ’) Ph d4 = bw (a) = (&) (WI E q, sz 
A, f of (4.6) is lower semicontinuous (on Q,) and belongs to g0 . Similarly 
the fact A, f E g,, for upper semicontinuous f on Q follows. Putting 
it contains all of bounded semicontinuous functions on !J and it is closed under 
the dominated convergence. Therefore 4 = g. 
By the construction of A, , it is obvious that A, satisfies (a3’) (hence (a3)) 
for uniformly bounded { fn) C g and f E a. Thus A, E A(&?, d&J. To prove 
the rest part, putting Sz = {f E S?; A, f E a,,}, then S$ is a monotone class 
and %’ C 9s C LS’. Therefore S?a = A?. Obviously A, satisfies (a3) on ~?8 and 
the restriction A of A, belongs to A(SY, go). 
Identifying the operators A, and A in Theorem 4.4 we can express as 
A@, g,,) C 4% go). (4.7) 
By Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, every p(w, .) E T(SZ/.G&,) corresponding to 
A E A($?, V,) is just a probability section of v0 in the sense of Wright [29], 
i.e., p(w, *) is continuous from Q into P(Q) with the weak* topology in %? 
satisfying (4.1) and (4.2’). These two theorems imply a theorem of Wright: 
there exists one to one correspondence between A(%?, %?,,) and the set of all pro- 
bability sections of q+, . 
5. CHARACTERIZATIONSOFEXTREMALAVERAGINGOPERATORS 
In this section, we shall deal with only the T-stationary averaging operators 
A(E A=(9, go)), under the assumption LS?,, = [gel. 
Firstly we shall give a remark that an element A E A@?, L%,,) belongs to 
AT(9Y, SJ, if and only if 
(a4’) p(Tw, TE) = P(w, E) for every WE!2 and EE23, 
where p(*, *) E T(Q/B,) is the corresponding transition function given in 
Theorem 4.1. Indeed, (a4’) implies 
(TAf 1 (w) = (Af> PJ) = j,f (4 PVw, d4 
zzz j,f(w’) P(W, dT-lw’) = j,f Vu’) p(w, dw’) 
(5-l) = Wf) (~1, 
and the converse follows similarly. 
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Now we recall a notation 
f&a) = ; El TJy(w) = +- i f(T”w), 
k=l 
fE w = 93(Q). 
Whence, we refer to the well-known theorem of Kryloff-Bogoliouboff (cf. 
Oxtoby [19]) : Let M be a compact metrizable space with a homeomorphism 
T, then 
THEOREM K-B. There exists a Bake set E, in M satisfying that 
(i) TE,, = E,,; (ii) m(E,) = 1 for every m E P,(M); (iii) for each w E EU there 
corresponds uniquely an ergodic measure pa E P,(M) such that 
lim f,(w) = pU( f) for every f E V(M); (5.2) 
(iv) for each m E P,(M) and f E S?(M) 
m(f) = j p,(f) m(dw) = j, (j,f (4 pJd4) m(dw) (5.3) 
EO 
where a(M) is the space of all bounded Baire measurable functions on M. 
We return to the present standard space [Q, T]. Recall the notations PO 
and POT of the sets of probability measures over (Q, 2$,) with identifications 
PO = P(QJ and POT = P&&) (cf. Section 2). 
LEMMA 5.1. Every p E PO is extended to some ji E P(0). 
PROOF. By a Bohnenblust-Karlin’s Theorem [3], P,,(= P(sZ,)) or P(O) 
are regarded as the sets of all linear functionals p on V,, or V with 
p(l) = I] p /I = one, respectively. Hence by Hahn-Banach’s extension theo- 
rem, p E PO is extended to some ,Z E P(Q). 
Denote m, = m 123, the restriction f m E P(Q) onto 8, 3. Then 
LEMMA 5.2. P,, = (m,; m E P(O)} and POT = {m,; m E P&2)}. 
PROOF. For m E P(Q) (or m E P,(Q)), m, E PO (or mO E POT) are obvious. 
Hence PO = {mO; m E P(Q)} follows from Lemma 5.1. Let p E POT and put 
p, = {m E P(Q); m, = ~1. By Lemma 5.1, P,, is nonempty. Moreover P,, 
is invariant under T (i.e., Tm (= m( T-l *)) G P, if m G P,). Since P, is convex 
and compact in the weak* topology on %‘, by the fixed-point heorem, there is 
m E P,(Q) n P, . Hence POT = {mO; m E P,(Q)}. 
Denote by P,(Q) (C P&Q)) or P, (C POT) the sets of all ergodic measures 
on [Q, T] = (Sz, bQ , T) or on (Q, b, , T). 
a On the other word, m is considered as a linear functional on Yp and m0 is the 
restriction of m to Q, , m = m 1 Q, . 
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LEMMA 5.3. P, = {m,; m E P,(Q)}. 
PROOF. For m E P&2), m, E P, is obvious by the definition of ergodic 
measure. Let p E P, . Denote Q, = (m E PT(Q); m, = CL}. Then Q, is convex 
and weak* compact as the case P, (see the proof of Lemma 5.2). By Krein- 
Milman’s Theorem, there exists an extremal element p in Q, . If p is not 
ergodic on [G, T], i.e., not extremal in PT(Q), then it should be expressed by 
p = hp' + (1 - A) p", P', P" E p&4, P'#PW and O<h<l. 
But pi and p: E POT satisfy pO = p = Ap; + (1 - A) pi . Since t4 is extremal 
in POT , p = p; = pi and p', p" E Q, . Furthermore, since p is extremal in Q, , 
p = p' = p" which is a contradiction and p is ergodic on [Q, T]. 
Let g1 be a B* subalgebra of V,, (hence of % = V(9)) with 1 E %?r and 
TV1 = V1 . Denote the compact space Sz, = .C?/%Yr (cf. Section 2, (2.6)) with 
the induced homeomorphism from T on 9, say samely T. Denoting 
p1 = p 1 VI for each p E P,, , then p1 E PI = P(&). Whence the above 
Lemmas are adapted to the PI , PIT = PT(Ql) and Pie = P,(L$), that is, 
LEMMA 5.4. PI = (pl; p E PO}, PIT = {pl; p E POT} and PIB = {pl; TV E P,}. 
This is nothing but a restatement of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. From this, it 
follows that 
LEMMA 5.5. For a $xed pair f, g E 8, , p(f) = p(g) for every ergodic 
p E POT ;f and only if p( f) = p(g) for every p E POT. 
PROOF. Let G?i be a separable B*-subalgebra of ‘i??,, with 1 ~%‘r and 
ZV1 = Vr such that both f and g belong to the monotone class generated 
by Vr.4 Then the space Sz, = Q/W1 is compact and metrizable, and identifying 
%‘i = %‘(sZ,), f and g are regarded as functions in 9Y(.GiJ. It is sufficient to 
prove the ‘only if’ part. By the assumption and by Lemma 5.4 p(f) = p(g) 
for every ergodic p E PIT. Let p E POT be any element. Then, adapting 
Theorem K-B to the restriction pi = p / %Yr E PIT, 
p(f) = jnf(4r(d4 = jQlf(4rdW =tdf) 
because each pw , w E E, , is ergodic on [A2r ,T] (i.e., p. E P& 
’ The existence of such a separable VI follows easily from an elementary calculas 
of Baire functions. 
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LEMMA 5.6. For p E POT and f E V = G?(Q), there exist a Baire set E E 52 
and a f’ E W = itI such that 
TE=E, (44 (4 = 1 
f,(w) +f ‘+Jh USE 
4fd) (WI+ 4f ‘d +J) (CL) a-e. w E Q 
for every averaging A E AT(i@, ~43~) and every g E ~3:. 
(5.3) 
PROOF. For the given f E V, putting ‘X1 the B*-subalgebra of V generated 
by (1, Tkfk =O,& 1, f2 ,... },%‘l is separable and the space Qr = Q/‘iR, 
is compact met&able with the induced T. Denote q the cannonical mapping 
from Q onto Q1 , i.e., v(wl) = q~(ws) o h(q) = h(q) for all h E %‘r , which 
is continuous and TV(W) = ~(TuJ). Take the Baire set E,, C Q, given in 
Theorem K-B for M = Q, . Then the set q+(E,,) C Q, = E say, is also a 
Baire measurable set and Ap(E) = 1. Indeed, putting 9( I’) = (&) (@(I’)), 
I/‘E2%$’ then q E P&2,) and hence 
(b4 (~9 = (b) WW) = 4EcJ = 1 
by Theorem K-B, (ii). Putting 
where P~(,J is defined as in Theorem K-B, then 11 f’ /I < Ij f ~1 and f’ is a 
Baire measurable on 52, because q~ is continuous. By (5.2) 
f&J) --+ P,(~)(f) =f ‘(w), w E P-W,) 
and (5.3) holds. The characteristic function xE of E belongs to W and 
xEfn(w) + f ‘(w) for all w E Q. Since (xEfn} is uniformly bounded on s2, 
by Corollary 4.2, for any g E 9 
4XEfng) (w) + 4f 2) (w), w EQ. 
Besides, for any h E 97 
I 44xEo . h)) I = I &(x,c - 4 I d II h II .&EC) = 0 
(EC = s2 - E) and A(xEo * h) (w) = 0 (I”) a.e. w E Sz. Therefore, 
4fnd (w> = A(xEf a * g) (w) + A(xEe . f - 9) (w) 
= 4xEfk.z) (w) (II) a.e. WEQ 
- 4f 2) (w) for every WEQ. 
NOW we introduce a modulo-identity between averaging operators 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Two elements A, and A, E AT = A&B, ~3s) are said 
to be identical mod T, say A, = A, mod T, if & = &L for every p E POT, 
or equivalently p(A,f) = p(AZf) for every p E POT and f E 9?. An element 
A E Ar is said to be extremal mod T in AT , if A = AA, + (1 - h) A, mod T 
for some pair A, , A, E AT and X (0 < X < 1) implies A = A, = A, mod T. 
In particular, when T is identical mapping I, the modulo-identity is 
trivially the usual identity. Under these preparation we prove a main theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. The following conditions for a T-stationary averaging 
operator A (i.e., A E AT = Ar(B’, L%&) are equivalent: 
(1”) For any pair f, g E V = 'Z(Q) 
lim A(f,g) (w) = lim Afn(w) Ag(w) a.e. w E 32 (5.4) 
with respect to any ergodic measure on (a, B,, , T); 
(2”) The operator A transforms each ergodic measure on (Q, b, , T) to 
ergodic measure on [Q, T]; 
(3”) The operator A is extremal mod T in the convex set AT. 
PROOF. (1”) =+- (2”). For an ergodic p on (Q, 8, , T) and for any pair 
f,g E% = qq, 
lim(&)(fd) =limt@(fd)) 
= lim dVfn) 6%)) by (1") 
= lim&4fn)Gg) by the ergodicity of 1~ 
= /44f)#g) = (&4(f)(h4 (g), 
because Afn = (Af)n (= l/n Ct-1 TkAf ), which implies the ergodicity of & 
(2”) a (1”). If th is is not true, then for some ergodic p on (Q, 23, , T) 
and for some pair f, g E V = U(Q) 
&J E Q lim A(fd) (w) # lim(Afn) (w) (Ag) (w)> > 0, 
which is equivalent to 
lim p(A(fdh)) # lim r.~(Af, *Ag * h) 
for certain h E 93s , Since & is ergodic on [Q, T], 
lim 44 f&h)) = W&) ( f&) 
= W&4 ( fn) @CL) (gh) = lim p(Afn) cL(Ag * h) 
and by the ergodicity of p on (9, 23, , T) 
lim p((Afn) (Ag) h) = lim r(Afn) p(Ag * h), 
which contradicts to (5.5). 
(5.5) 
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(3”) G= (2”). Under the assumption (37, if (2”) does not hold, then there 
exists an ergodic p on (Q, !&, , T) such that & E PT(Q) is not ergodic on 
[Q, T]. Whence there exists a set F E ‘& such that5 
TF=F and 0 < @p)(F) < 1. 
Put 
4 = (h-4 (F) and AZ = 1 - h, . 
Take a constant y with 0 < y < min()l, &) < 1. Put 01~ = y/hi (i = 1, 2) 
and 
4f = %4fXF) + (1 - 4XF) Af 
A,f = Q( fxp) + (1 - Qxp) Af, 
for f E a. Then 
&f = %A((Alf) XF) + (1 - %AXF) AAlf 
= alAxF * A,f + (1 - ‘+%F) A,f 
=A,f 
and samely Az2f = f. It is clear that A$ = 12 for h E go and Ai f > 0 for 
f E L#‘, f 3 0 (i = 1,2). By the construction of Ai , it satisfies the condi- 
tion (a3) and Ai E A(g’, gO) (; = 1,2). Furthermore, 
A,Tf = a,A((Tf) XF) + (1 - ~~AxF) ATf 
= alTA( fxF) + (1 - %AxF) TAf 
= TA,f 
or A,T = TA, and similarly A,T = TA, . Hence Ai E AT (i = 1,2). Since 
TxFc = XFe E g and p is ergodic on (fin, 8 ) T), 
AA,xFc - AlxFc 1 = PL(%AXFC - AXF”b$XF - QXFCN 
= 4 - #xFc) CL(QXF - QxFc) 
because AxFc and AxF are invariant under T, 
= Ol& - X&J, - a&) = y - h,(y - 7) = y > 0. 
and A, f A, . Finally for every f E LB 
hA,f + h&f = YA(fxF) + (4 - YAXF) Af 
+ “/A( fxp) + (A, - ~Axpc) Af 
=‘yAf+(l -y)Af=Af. 
This contradicts to (3”). 
5 The existence of such a set FE 93~ follows from Egoroff’s Theorem, because p 
is a finite measure. 
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(2”) 3 (3”). Take A E AT such as & being ergodic on [52, T] for every 
ergodic p on (52,23,, T). Suppose A = hA, + (1 - X) A, mod T for A, E AT 
and 0 < h C. 1. Then 4~ = A+ = Asp for every ergodic p on (Q, 23s , T), 
because & is extremal in Pr(Q). Therefore 
&Jf) = b&4 (f) = h4 (f) = AAlf) 
for every ergodic 1-1 and f E .@. Lemma 5.5 implies that Ap = & for every 
~EPsr,andA=A,==A,mod T. 
6. INFORMATION CHANNELS 
A typical example of averaging operator is defined by a channel distribution 
between an input source and output source in the sense of information theory 
(cf. Feinstein [9, a]). 
Since the paper of Shannon [23], the theory of channels has been discussed 
by many authors under some probability theory-methods and has been 
put outside of functional analysis. In what follows, we shall describe abstractly 
it as an averaging operator. 
Let X0 = or(l), a(2),..., a(t) be a finite set, so called an alphabet, and let 
x=x01= fi x,, 
k=--m 
x, = x0 (k = 0, & 1, Ij, 2,...) 
be the doubly infinite product in which each x E X is expressed by the 
doubly infinite sequence 
x = (..., x-1 , x0 , x1 ,...) = fi xk = (xk)e 
k--m 
Denote the Shif on X by T, 
T: x+x’= TX = (..., xL1, x;, x; ,...) 
x; = xk+l (h = 0, f 1, f 2,...) 
and the cylinder set by 
[Xi ~“X~O](xkOEXO,i~h~Gj)={XEX;Xk=Xk~,igk~j} 
which is called by a message. Let !Br be the u-algebra generated by all mes- 
sage, P(X) the set of all probability measures on the measurable space 
(X, bx) and Pr(X) the set of all p E P(X) invariant under T. Sometimes 
called (X, B,r) by a message space. 
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For other alphabets Y, or X0 x Y,, , denote similarly 
Y = Yz = fi Y, or D=~x,xY,(=xx Y), 
k=--30 -72 
and also denote the corresponding symbols by !B, [***I, P(e) and Pr(*) for Y 
and Sz, respectively, where the shifts on respective message spaces will be 
denoted by the same symbol T. 
Take X as input and Y as output message spaces. A triple [X, v, Y] is said 
to be a channel and v a channel distribution (or say merely a channel), if 
v = v(x, V) is two-variable real nonnegative valued function on X x %r 
such that 
(cl) For each Jixed x E X, V(X, 0) E P(Y); 
(~2) For each fixed V E 233y , v(*, V) is measurable on (X, Bx); 
The channel is said to be stationary, if 
(~3) v(x, Z’) = v(Tx, TV) for every x E X and V ES,; 
and to be of jnite memory, if 
(~4) There exists an integer m > 0 such that for any Jixed V = [yi *me yi], 
i <j, 
v(x, V) = v(x’, V) for every x, x’ E x 
with 
Xk = x; (i-m<h<j). 
In a channel [X, v, Y], for every t.~ E P(X) there corresponds uniquely 
II” E P(Q) and CL’ E P(Y) such that 
CL’(U X V) = j, 4x> V> pL(dx), UEBX, VE8y (6.1) 
p'(V) = j, v(x, v> #xl = /4X x v), VeBy. (6.2) 
When the channel is stationary, CL” E P,(O) and CL’ E Pr( Y) hold for p E Pr(X), 
that is, the T-invariantness of the measure p is preserved under the transla- 
tions TV + p” and p -+ 11’ induced by the channel distribution. 
Since a paper of Khinchin [12], one of the important problems of the 
mathematical communication theory is to find out a condition for channel 
distribution Y with the property that 
(~5) p E P=(X) is ergodic 
=s- p” E PT(Q) or p’ E PT( Y) are ergodic. 
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Around this, many authors have presented several sufficient conditions for 
(c5), cf. Takano [24], Feinstein [9, b], Adler [I] and Yi [30]. 
In order to discuss the channel [X, V, Y] under functional form, we shall 
construct a comparative metric structure in X (and also in Y). Put 
d(a(i), a(j)) = !-$$ (a(i), a(j) E X0); 
Then X is a totally disconnected and compact metric space relative to the 
metric p, in which each message [xi 0.. xj] is closed-open, say clopen, (hence 
compact) and the family !lJIr of all message is just the topological basis in X. 
The Shift T is a homeomorphism, the a-algebra 23x is just the Bore1 field 
generated by 9JZx and 23x coincides the a-algebra of all Bair sets in X. Since X 
is compact metric, every p E P(X) is a regular measure. Same facts hold 
for Y and Q. 
Now we introduce a condition (~4’) which is weaker than (~4) 
(cf. Umegaki [27]): 
(~4’) v(*, [yi ***yJ) E U(X) for every [yi *-*yj] C Y. 
This property is equivalent to 
(c4”) j f(*, y) v(*, dy) E U(X) for every f E V?(Q). 
Y 
Indeed, the equivalence between (~4’) and (~4”) follows from the fact 
that each [yi a** yi] is clopen and mr is the topological basis in Y. 
7. CHANNELS AND AVERAGING OPERATOFG 
We are going to formulate a channel in a general situation. Let X and Y 
be a pair of compact Hausdorff spaces and 52 the compact Cartesian product 
space. Denote homeomorphisms on X, Y and Q by a same letter T with 
T(x, y) = (TX, Ty), x E X, y E Y. Denote dx , 2Jjy and bo the u-algebras of 
all Baire sets in X, Y and 52, respectively. 
Let Y = V(X, V) be a two-variable function on X x 23r satisfying (cl) 
and (~2) (in Section 6). Then the triple [X, Y, Y] is called by abstract channel 
and Y by channel distribution or merely channel with the input X and the 
output Y. If v satisfies (~3) or (c4”), then [X, V, Y] and are said to be T-sta- 
tionary or continuous, respectively. Denote P(X), P(Y) and P(Q) (respect- 
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ively, P&X), P=(Y) and P,(Q)) th e sets of all regular (respectively, T-inva- 
riant) probability measures on X, Y and 9, respectively. 
Denote C = C(X, Y) the set of all channel distributions with the input X 
and the output Y, and CT = Cr(X, Y) the set of all T-stationary v E V. 
These sets are convex in the sense of the closedness of convex combinations: 
hv,(x, V) + (1 - A) V&, V) (0 < x < 1, x E x, V E gr) 
belongs to V or %?r according to v1 , vz E V or %?r . 
Denote g(X), a’(Y) or S(Q) the B* algebras of all bounded Baire measur- 
able functions on X, Y or J2, respectively. Let 
K = I-W+‘), ,%x)1 (C L(s’(Y), %W 
be the set of all bounded linear transformations K from 9#( Y) to a(X) satis- 
fying 
(kl) Kl = 1 and Kb>O if b 3 0 (b E B?‘( Y)) 
and 
(k2) b, JO (b, E B(Y)) implies Kb, JO 
Furthermore, let Kr = K&S?(Y), a(X)) be the set of all K E K satisfying 
(k3) KTb = TKb for every b E 28(Y) 
where (Ta) (x) = a(Tx) and (Tb) (y) = b( Ty) for a E a(X) and b E 93(Y). 
Then K and Kr (C K) are norm-closed convex subsets of L(g(Y), g(X)). 
Under these notations, we prove the following 
THEOREM 7.1. There exists one-to-one afine correspondence VW K between 
C and K or CT and Kr , respectively such that 
W) (4 = I/(Y) 4x, 4% b E L@(Y). (7.1) 
PROOF. For v EC, the transformation K defined by (7.1) satisfies (kl) 
which follows from (cl) and (c2), and the monotone convergence theorem 
implies (k2). Conversely, for K E K, putting p=(b) = (Kb) (x) for a fixed 
x E X and for every b E V?(Y), p, is a positive linear functional of V(Y) with 
norm 1 and there exists uniquely a pa E P(Y) depending on each x E X such 
that pz(b) = 
WI (-4 = j-yW ,&?h (7.2) 
b E g(Y). Let aI be the set of all b E a(Y) satisfying (7.2). Then aI contains 
U(Y) and is a monotone class, hence 99r = g(Y), in particular 
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pz( I’) = (&,) (x) (for each I’ E a,) is Baire measurable as function of 
x E X. Therefore, putting V(X, I’) = p2(V) (x E X, V E %r), it satisfies 
(cl), (c2), and (7.1). Th e correspondence v H K between C and K is obviously 
one to one affine. This correspondence given also v EC=- K E Kr which 
can be proved by the quite similar way of (5.1). 
It is possible to give further formulation of channels under the notion 
of averaging operators. The B*-algebra V = 9?(Q) of all continuous functions 
on G is expressed by 
%? = 9?(Q) = qx> @ V(Y) 
the uniform closure of all functions of finite linear combinations 
Denote V,, = U(X) @ {hl,} (1, is the identical one on Y). It can be identified 
U(X) = V, by a@, JJ) = u(x) (a E ‘Z(X)) for x E X and y E Y which yields the 
identification x = (zc, Y). Then the space Q,, corresponding to V, is nothing 
but the space X : X = Q, = Qnj’ips , and the cannonical mapping v,, is just 
the projection: v,,(x, r) = x (cf. Section 2 for Q/W0 and v,,). 
Besides the B*-algebra 9(.f2) is expressed by the closure of 9(X) @ k@(Y) 
with respect to the boundedly point-wise convergence on 52 and it is also 
generated by a’(X) @ g(Y) in the sense of monotone class. The a(X) is 
identified with 
Recall A = A@?, 9&J and AT = A&?#, 9) the sets of averaging operators 
(cf. Section 2). 
TI-XE~REM 7.2. There exists one-to-me afie correspondence A t) v between 
A and C or AT and CT such that 
(Af) (4 = j,f(% r> 4x3 4% f E 9’. (7.3) 
PROOF. For Y EC the operator A defmed by (7.3) maps linearly a onto 6%,, 
which is positive-preserving and satisfies (al) and (a2). (a3) follows from the 
monotone convergence theorem and hence A E A. Conversely, for A E A 
putting (Kb) (x) = A(1 @ b) (x), then K E K. By Theorem 7.1 there exists 
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uniquely v EC satisfying (7.1). Therefore for any finite number ai E 93(X) 
and bi E a(Y), 
A (c % 0 bij (4 = c 44 w4 (4 = c44 j h(Y) 4x9 dY) 
= j(CUiObij(",Y)V(",dY) (7.4) 
Since the set of all forms C ui @ b@ in the sense of monotone class, (7.4) 
implies (7.3). If A E AT, then the corresponding K is in Kr and v E CT by 
Theorem 7.1, and conversely. The correspondence A H v is obviously 
one-to-one affine mapping. 
From the proof of Theorem 7.2, the following is immediate: 
COROLLARY 7.3. There exist one-to-one u&e correspondences A+-+ v c--) K
betweenAEA,vEC,KEKorAEAT,vECT, KEKTwhichuredejkedby 
(7.1) and (7.3), and which sutisfr 
A (C ai @ bi) = C uiKbi and l/CuiKb,I/ G1~CuiObil~ 
for any finite number ui E 9?(X) und bi E .S?( Y). 
REMARK 7.1. The cases of the channels of finite memory can be described 
by the following general form: Let C, be the set of all v = V(X, Y) satisfying 
(cl) and (c4”), let A, = A(%, %a) where V = W(Q) and ‘ipO = U(X) @ {Al,} 
and let K, be the set of all K E L@?(Y), s(X)) satisfying (kl); and Car, A,,= 
and I(Or defined similarly as CT , AT and Kr . Then all the results tated above 
in this section hold for C,, , A,, , K, and for COT, A,-,=, I(Or . By the same reason 
of (4.7) 
K,, = K@?(Y), U(X)) C K = K@(Y), g(X)). (7.5) 
Besides, we define modulo-identity in Kr and CT similar as the case of AT . 
DEFINITION 7.1. Two elements Kl , K, E Kr (respectively v1 , v2 EC=) 
are said to be identical mod T in Kr (respectively in Cr), if 
VW (4 = K&J) (4 f or every b E%(Y) (respectively vI(x, V) = vs(x, V) 
for every V ~j2jr) a.e. x E X with respect to every p E P*(X), and say 
Kl = K, mod T (respectively v, = va mod T). 
From this definition, it follows that Kl = K, mod T iff 
/-4aW4 = j 44 VW (4 ~(4 
(7.6) 
for every a E V(X), b E V(Y) and p E P=(X). 
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THEOREM 7.4. Let Ai E AT, Ki E Kr and vi E CT be the elements corres- 
ponding to each other in the sense of (7.1) and (7.3). Then the identities 
A, = A, mod T, KI = I& mod T and v1 = vp mod T are equivalent each 
other. 
PROOF. Since V(X, a) E P(Y) and p E Pr(X) are regular measures and the 
linear hull of {a @ b; a E V(X), b E 9(Y), 1 is uniformly dense in U(Q), the 
following two-sided implications justifies directly: for every a E g(X), 
b E %?(Y) and p E Pr(X), vi = va mod T 
u 
While, (7.7) 
&%(a 0 4) = &%(a 0 b)) 
A, = A, mod T. 
KI = K, mod T. 
(7.7) 
In the present case, the quotient class T@(W), w = (x, y), defined by 
V:o(= @(X) 0 bw) is expressed by that &CO) = r&x, y) = (x, Y) and 
Q, = Q/C, = X (cf. the preceding part of Theorem 7.2). Hence the tran- 
sition function p(w, a) E T(Q/B,,) (cf. Section 4) satisfy p(wl , .) = p(wa , *) if 
~a E v,,(~r), that is, for each fixed x E X, 
P((‘% YA *) = PG YA -) foranyyl,y2EY 
holds (the case of wr = (x, yr) and ws = (x, ya)). The function p((x, y), *) 
depends only on x E X and it can be put 
and denote by T(X, Y) the set T(X x Y/2&) = T(Q/B,J of all the 
functions p(x, m). 
Finally, we shall conclude this section by clarifying the relation between 
the transition function p E T(X, Y) (G’ = X x Y) and the channels 
v EC(X, Y). Denote & the mapping of cross section at x : D + Y and 
w, = daw>, XEX, wcf2, 
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that is, VI’, = {y E Y; (x, y) E W>, which is also expressed by 
wz! = +ca4 n w>, 9$(x) = (4 x y, 
(4 being the projection Sz -+ Y) and is a set in ‘%r whenever W E .%a . 
THEOREM 7.5. Let p E T(X, Y) and v E C(X, Y) be corresponding to an 
averaging operator A E A. Then these measures are connected by the following: 
Pb”, w> = 6 Wz), x E x, WEB*. (7.8) 
In particular, (7.8) implies 
P(x, lJ x V) = xc&) 4x9 V) for XEX, UEf-&, I/ES”. 
(7.9) 
PROOF. Since for any fEg(G) 
jfW Y’> P(X, d(x’, y’)) = (Af) (4 = jf(~, Y> 4x> dy) 
= fz(y) 4x, 4% I 
(7.10) 
where fz(.) = f(x, e). In particular, (7.10) for f = xW, WE Bo , implies 
(7.8), because (x~)~((Y) = xW,(y). In general 
(UX V),=V(ifxEU)=empty(ifx$U) for UCX, vc Y, 
or equivalently ~(~~~),(y) = xv(x) xv(y). Hence, (7.8) implies 
p(x, u x V) = v(x, (U x V),) = x&x) * Y(X, V). 
REMARK 7.2. Each p E T(X, Y) corresponds to unique A E A(S, .S$) 
within (4.2). Hence v EC(X, Y) can be defined by (7.8) or (7.9). By this 
direction, Theorem 7.2 is also established. The form v(x, W,) of channels 
under the notion of the cross-section was previously given by Yi [30] for the 
case of X = X,r and Y = Y,l (cf. Section 6). 
8. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ERGODIC CHANNELS 
The extremal properties of averaging operators (cf. Section 5) can be 
directly applied to characterizations ofergodic channels. 
Let X, Y, Q and T be given as in Section 7. Denote A, Ai E AT = A&3,@,) 
K, Ki E KT = K,(g(Y), B(X)) and V, vi E&- =&(X1 Y) (i = 1,2) the 
409/25/I-S 
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corresponding elements, respectively. As the case of Definition 5.1 for 
A, &EAT, 
DEFINITION 8.1. A channel v E CT (respectively, an operator 
K E Kr) is extrema2 mod T if v = Av, + (1 - h) I+ mod T (respect- 
ively, K = hK, + (I - h) K, mod T), 0 < h < 1, implies v = v1 = va mod T 
(respectively, K = Kr = Ka mod T). 
Let a channel Y E CT be fixed with the corresponding A E AT and K E Kr . 
Then for each p E P(X) there corresponds uniquely IL’ E P(Y) and p” E P(Q) 
defined by (6.1) and (6.2). Th ese measures cc’ and CL” are also expressed by 
p’=lZp and $1 = jjp 
where ri and A^ are the dual operators of K and A. 
DEFINITION 8.2. A channel [X, v, Y] or merely v EC= is said to be 
ergodic, if for each ergodic p E P=(X), p” E P&2) is also ergodic (cf. (~5) in 
Section 6). 
Under these notational preparations, 
THEOREM 8.1. For a channel v E&(X, Y), denote K E Kr and A E AT 
the corresponding operators given in (7.1) and (7.3). Then the following conditions 
are equivalent 
(I”) The channel [X, v, Y] is ergodic; 
(2”) v is extremal mod T in C,; 
(3”) The operator K is extremal mod Tin the convex set Kr; 
(4”) The averaging operator A is extremal mod T in the convex set A,; 
(5”) Par uny pair f, f’ E C(Q), i2 = X X Y, 
lim 4fnf ‘I(4 = lim Mfn) (4 F!f ‘> (4, 
where the “lim” is mean by a.e. x E X sense with respect to every ergodic p on 
[X, T] and fn = l/n x:-i T’“f. 
PROOF. The equivalences (1”) d (4”) u (5”) follow immediately from 
Theorems 5.1 and 7.2, and the (2”) u (3”) o (4“) follow from Corollary 7.3 
and Theorem 7.4. 
It should be remarked that the condition (1”) can not be replaced by 
(1”) CL’ E Pr( Y) is ergodic if p E P=(X) does so. 
In fact, (1”) implies immediately (1”). But the converse does not hold (cf. 
Adler [l]). Around this we shall discuss in another occasion. 
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For W E bo , let W, E 23r be the cross section at x E X (cf. Section 7, the 
final part). Then 
WXWJ (4 = J, Xw,(Y) 4x9 44 = 4% wz> 
= P(% W) = (Axw) (4, (8.1) 
where p(x, -) E T(X, Y) is the transition function corresponding to the 
operator A (see again Section 7). Then we get: 
THEOREM 8.2. Each condition of (1”) - (5”) in Theorem 8.1 is equivalent 
to each: 
(6”) lim 4 xp(%, T-kW n W’) = lim t zp(z, T-“W)p(x, W’), 
(7”) lim + c Y(X, T-“W, n WJ = lim $ c V(X, T-“W,) Y(X, W;), 
where C = CEzi , W, W’ E bn and the “lim” is the same sense of (5”). 
PROOF. (5”) o (6”) by (8.1) because the linear hull of (xw; W ~23~) 
is dense in a(Q). (6”) o (7”) follows also immediately from (8.1). 
REMARK 8.1. The equivalence (1”) o (7”) was previously given by 
Yi [30] for the case X = X,l, Y = Y,,’ of X0 and Y,, being finite sets; and 
most recently the equivalences (1”) o (2”) o (7”) were proved, independently 
from the present author, by Y. Nakamura [18] in a general situation without 
assuming topologies in X and Y only under the measurabilities. Both the 
Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 contain the case of X = X,r and Y = Y,,‘, for finite 
sets X0 and Y,, , of Takano [24] and Feinstein [9, b], or, for measurable space 
X,, and Y, , of Adler [I] in which they gave only the sufficient condition for 
(lo), that is, the Takano-Feinstein condition is the finite independence of v 
with (~4) and the Adler condition is asymptotic independence. 
9. EXAMPLES OF AVERAGING OPERATORS AND CHANNELS 
We have already seen several examples of averaging operators or channels 
(cf. Sections 3, 6 or 7). In this section, we shall state some other examples 
which are not necessarily preserving the continuity of functions. 
(I) For given [Q, T], let K be a nonempty closed Baire subset with 
TK = K. Put 
L@,=(fEg;f=constonK} and q. = .q n v. 
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Then every A E A@, go) is expressed by 
j 
$0’) p(dw’), w E K 
(Af) bJ) = 
f (WI, I.oEK~=L?-K 
for a certain p E P(K), and conversely. The correspondence 
A E A(B, aO) t+ p E P(K) is one-to-one and affine. Moreover A E AT(g, @,,) 
iff p E P,(K). Hence A is extremal mod T in AT(g, S?a) iff p is ergodic 
on [K, T]. Furthermore A(%‘, %?s) . IS nonempty iff K n Ke contains at most 
one point, and A(%?, Vs) = A(a, BO) iff K is clopen. The details will be 
discussed in the paper [28, b]. 
(II) (Lloyd). If B = [0 < h < 31 and K = [l < h < 21, then A(%?, gs) 
is empty (cf. [13]), but A(CZ’, g,,) is nonempty, because K n @ = (1, 2). 
(III) If Q = [O < h < 21 and K = [0 < h < 11, then A(%, %7,,) is non- 
empty, because K n g = (I}. 
In what follows, we shall give some examples of abstract channels with 
a property of a kind of absolute continuity. Let [X, T], [Y, T] and [Q, T] 
(Q = X x Y) the triple of compact systems. When X = X,,l and Y = Y,’ 
for finite sets X,, and Y,, , there are various examples of stationary channels 
satisfying one or both of the conditions (~4) and (c5), cf. Takano [24], 
Feinstein [9, a] and others. For general X and Y, it can be standardly con- 
structed as followings. 
(IV) Let g E 39 = S?(Q), g > 0, and 77 E P(Y) be fixed. Denote 
and 
f,(x, “g> if 
f& y, ‘d f%(% Y,d z 0 ” = v&x, V) = 
Then [X, V, I] is a channel. Indeed, V(X, *) E P(Y) is obvious for each x E X. 
While for any finite ai E S?(X) and bi E .G?( Y) 
is also a function in g(Y), and the function g(z, y) is a bounded limit of a 
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sequence of such functions C ai @ bi . Hence p,(*, V, g) E 99(X) and 
v( ., V) E B(X) for each V E !Br. Thus [X, V, Y] is a channel, i.e., 1’ E C(X, Y). 
(V) In (IV), if the function g is continuous on Q and p,,(x, Y, g) # 0 for 
every x E X, the channel [X, Y, Y] satisfies the condition (~4’). While, if 
77 E PdY> and P&G Y, g) = 1 (f or every x E X), then v(x, V) = p,(x, V, g), 
and v is T-stationary if Tg = g, because p,,(x, V, Tg) = p,(Tx, TV, g). 
(VI) In (IV) the averaging operator A E A(a, go) corresponding to 
the channel v is the form 
f&T 39 g(x, Y),;x’“yy’, if Pn(X, y, g) f 0 7 7 
m r> ?(49 elsewhere. 
If g E 5$(Q) with p,,(x, Y, g) # 0 for every x E X, then A E A($?, %J. 
Finally, we shall describe a special channel with a lattice property. Let X 
and Y be extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff spaces. Denote 
23(X) and B(Y) the families of all clopen sets in X and Y, respectively. Then 
these d(X) and 93(Y), or %3(X) and VY(Y) are complete lattices with respect 
to the set inclusion or the lattice order of functions, where %‘Y is the real 
part of g. Let v(., a) be a two-variable function on X x b(Y) such that 
v( ., V) E %‘(X) and v(x, *) E P(Y) (JC E X, V E ‘B( Y)) satisfying 
(c) For any net { VJ C 23(Y), Y(X, suplr I’,) = supa v(x, V,) 
for every x E X, where the sup’s in the both sides are defined by the lattice 
orderings. Whence [X, v, Y] is said to be lattice-continuous channel. Such a 
channel can be constructed in finite or semifinite von Neumann algebras, as 
described in the following: 
(VII) Let Se be a von Neumann algebra of finite class with faithful 
normal trace (cf. Dixmier [6]), and .9& and g’z be a pair of commutative von 
Neumann subalgebras of & with the Gelfand representations Br = U(X) 
and ga = g(Y). Then X and Y are extremally disconnected. Put 
4x, V) = V” I al) (x)7 xcx and V.b(Y) 
where Py is the projection operator in .?8a corresponding to the clopen set 
V C Y, and where E(P, 1 gi) is the conditional expectation in the sense of 
Umegaki [26, I] and E(* / *) ( x is 1 s re resentation into U(X). Then [X, v, Y] ) ’ ‘t p 
is a lattice continuous channel. 
When & is of semifinite class, and .!B1 and 93s are generated by metrically 
finite operators in .& (cf. Dixmier [6] or Segal [22]), then the same fact holds 
(cf. Umegaki [26, II]). In particular, ifJZ? is the algebra of all bounded oper- 
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atom, then the channel defined as above induces just the von Neumann’s 
quantum measurement of an observable (cf. Nakamura and Umegaki [17]). 
It is possible to give some further examples of channels or averaging oper- 
ators derived from the notion of the conditional expectation under a certain 
construction, for instant, of the lifting properties (cf. C. Ionescu-Tulcea [lo]). 
It will be discussed in another occasion under such properties. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix, it will be described only the case of the homeomorphism 
T = I (the identity mapping). Let Q and Q,, be the pair of compact Hausdorff 
spaces, where Q, = Q/V,, is associated with the given subalgebra Wa of %‘:, 
and let v,, be the cannonical mapping Q --L Q,, , cf. (2.5) and (2.6) of Section 2. 
Let a0 = [%?,,I (cf. Section 2). Then Theorem 5.1 is specialized as the 
following: 
THEOREM Al. The following condition for an averaging operator 
A E A = A@, ~49~) are equivalent: 
(1”) A is an algebraic homomorphism from 59 onto go; 
(2”) There exists a Baire measurable point mapping (G from s2, into Q such 
that (Af )(w) = f b,b,&)) for evqvf E B; 
(3”) A is extremal in the convex set A. 
PROOF. (1”) o (3”) follows immediately from Theorem 5.1, and (2’) * 
(1”) is obvious. (1”) =P- (2”): Since (Af) (ml) = (Af) (wJ for every f E ‘# iff 
v,,(wr) = p,Jw.J, putting A^ S,(f) = (Af) (w) for every f E V and 
x = V,,(W) E Q,, (where 6, is the point-mass), A 6, is an extremal point in 
P(Q) and there exists uniquely wz E Q such that (A 6,) (f) = f (us) for 
every f E V. Putting #(x) = wz (x E Q,,), $(x) is the required mapping, 
becausef Mx)) = (Af) (w) (F&J) = ) ’ B x is aire measurable for every f E 3. 
Theorem Al is describable for A(%, U,) in the following, which is known 
as a theorem of Lloyd [13]. The proof is done by the quite similar way as that 
of Theorem 5.1. 
THEOREM A2. The following conditions for an averaging operator 
A,, E A,, = A(W, VO) are equivalent : 
(1”) A,, is an algebraic homomorphism from V onto V,,; 
(2“) There exists a continuous mapping # from Q,, into Q such that 
(Aof) (w) =f (hd~)), (f E q); 
(3”) A,, is extremal in the convex set A, . 
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PROOF. (2”) => (1”) is obvious and (1”) =S (2”) follows from the same way 
of (1”) => (2”) in Theorem Al. 
(I”) 3 (3”). If A, is not extremal, then A, = Ul, + (1 - h) A, 
(0 < X < 1, Ai E A, , A, # A,) and by (2.1) 
0 = &(f2) - (A,f)2 3 A(1 - 4 (A,f - A2fj2 2 0 
for every real f E V which implies A, = A, and a contradiction. 
(3”) =s- (1”). If A,, E A, is not a homomorphism, then there exist fi E Q, 
O<f,<l andxEXsuchthat 
0 < 4fd4 < 1 and &fJ2 (4 < (Aof12) (4. 
Putting f2 = 1 - fi and Xi = (A,f,) (x), then X, + h, = 1 and 0 < & < 1 
(i = 1, 2). Take y (0 < y < min(h, , X2)), and put CQ = y/hi and 
&f = 4dfif 1 + (1 - +4,fi) A,f, f E q> i = 1,2. 
Then, by the same way of the proof ((3”) + (2”)) of Theorem 5.1, Ai E A,, 
and A, = h,A, + X,A, . Furthermore, 
4fdx) - A,fdx) = (0~1 + 4 4f,2) (4 - 4afiW 
> 6% + a2) b%lfl)2 (4 - ~24fiC4 
= (a1 + a2) A,2 - “zx, = 0 
or A, f A, . Hence A,, is not extremal in A, . 
If Sz = X x Y for compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y, then the same 
type fact of Theorem A2 holds. This is known as a result of Ionescu Tulcea. 
Phelps [18] has also given its proof among other characterizations. In the 
view of the present paper, this is just the case of a special channel. Denote 
Kc, = W(Y), W-J?) as in the Remark 7.1. Then there exists one-to-one 
affine correspondence At, K between A,, and K,, such that 
A(a@b)=a-Kb for a c %(X) and ZJ E@(Y), (A-1) 
by Remark 7.1 with Corollary 7.3. This fact implies that K is extremal in 
K, t> A is so in A, . Then we get 
THEOREM A3. For K E K, , the followings are equivalent: 
(1”) K is an algebraic homomorphism from g(Y) into q(X); 
(2”) There exists a continuous mapping # from X into Y such that 
Kb(-) = WI(-)), b E u(Y); 
(3”) K is extremal in K,, . 
PROOF. The equivalence (1”) o (2”) follows from the same reason of the 
proof of Theorem A2, and (1”) + (3”) f o 11 ows from the fact mentioned above 
and Theorem A2. 
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